
Our products

Windows and doors are our passion which we have been developing for 30 years.
Many years of experience have allowed POL-SKONE to become the leader of
innovative joinery technologies in Poland. We constantly create and improve our offer
based on ecological and durable wood. This raw material not only brings warmth,
lightness and naturalness to the rooms, but also has a good effect on our health. It
magically envelops the space with a natural charm, making the apartment a real
kingdom of relaxation and allows for the free implementation of unique and
avant-garde projects. We make every effort to meet the requirements of our clients,
and at the same time care for the natural environment.

∙ internal doors in the rebated and non-rebated system, with the possibility of
finishing the surface with ecological acrylic paints in non-metallic colors of the
RAL and NCS palettes; wood-like veneers with a wood structure; laminates
CPL (0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, 07 mm) and HPL (0.6 mm -1.0 mm) and with a
veneered surface additionally covered with UV varnish, which increases
resistance to scratches and light

∙ entrance doors in the anti-theft and parameter Attenuation ∙ exterior door
security burglary
∙ door Technical proofing, fire and special purpose (the swimming pool and the

X-ray)
∙ fixed frames, adjustable covered HARMONY and unusual top panel VERTIGO
∙ door moldings
∙ skirting
∙ wooden (pine, oak) and wood-aluminum
∙ windowsshutters

The richness of colors and types of surface finish of POL-SKONE products makes it
possible to create a unique space. When choosing woodwork for our home, we do not
only think about design, but most of all about safety and silence, therefore, apart from
design, we also develop modern constructions, and we provide you with products with
excellent technical parameters.

Interior doors

INTERNAL DOORS POL-SKONE INTERNAL DOORS

POL-SKONE is a guarantee of quality, unique design and a wide color range
of surfaces with unique properties.

Solid interior doors

POL-SKONE wings are manufactured on the basis of high-quality structures and
fillings, thanks to which they can meet the requirements of customers and adapt to
their needs. Classic doors or modern doors? The joinery adjusted to the style of
the interior will become a functional decoration of the space. The POL-SKONE
product catalog



offers over 450 door designs, including stylish profiled and smooth doors, with
glass or with decors. Such a wide range will make it easier for you to choose the
perfect door leaves for your space.

When choosing a door, apart from design, their purpose and functionality are also
important. Right or left? Remember about the direction of opening the leaves,
properly selected room doors will facilitate the arrangement of the apartment. An
option to choose are also rebated doors, where the leaf has a rebate that overlaps
the frame or non- rebated doors with a straight edge of the leaf forming a uniform
plane with the frame. The size of interior leaves is also important, single-leaf
doors are available in the following dimensions: "60", "70", "80", "90" and
double-leaf doors: "100", "110", "120", "160", "180".

In the POL-SKONE collections you will find fashionable white doors, gray doors,
black doors and timeless leaves in various shades of wood. The line of painted
doors makes it possible to cover the leaves in a unique shade with water-based
paints from almost unlimited RAL and NCS color palettes. Rich colors are also
guaranteed by ECO TOP surfaces with abrasion resistance properties, HIGH TOP
with an additional wood structure effect, SILKSTONE also with a unique wood
structure effect, SILKSTONE CPL with the characteristics and resistance of CPL 0.5
mm LAMINATE, LAMISTONE CPL with a coating protecting against abrasion and
chemical agents, LAMINATED highly resistant surface recommended for public utility
buildings. The closeness to nature isdoor ensuredVENEERED by thecovered with
ecological UV varnish with much greater resistance to scratching and the action of
light than standard varnishes.

Quality and experience POLSKONE

Brand POLSKONE the guarantee  highest quality andreliability.As a renowned
manufacturer of doors and windows, which for 30 years has been creating its
products with passion and thinking about the requirements and needs of customers,
we set trends on the woodwork market. One of the distinctions confirming the quality
is the internationalgranted to POL-SKONE, Certificate S orest Stewardship
Councilawarded only to producers who meet above-average environmental and
social standards. The company's products are the perfect complement to any style of
interior. POL-SKONE doors have been appreciated by both individual customers and
professionals for many years.

INTERNAL ENTRANCE DOORS POL-SKONE

Solid entrance door to the apartmentapartment

The entrance door is designed to protect theagainst noise and possible burglary. A
high-quality product with appropriate parameters and design will help to provide the
household with a sense of peace of mind. POL-SKONE internal entrance doors are
a solid proposition, and the high quality is confirmed, among others, by structure
based on a wooden stile and technical parameters.



Technical parameters

Doors to apartments in a block of flats or rooms in public buildings should be
carefully made and meet the relevant standards. High
technical parameters, e.g. acoustic insulation, burglary resistance or class
mechanical determine the reliability of the product. The construction of and is also
an important factor filling. Theoffer POL-SKONE includes entrance doors with
various insulation properties
acoustic: RW = 37dB, RW = 32 dB or RW = 27dB. Depending on the collection, they
stand out Mechanical class III or IV according to PN-EN 1192: 2001. In the
POL-SKONE portfolio you will also find solid antiburglary doors with burglary
-resistance - RC4 class, RC3 or RC2 according to PN-EN 1627: 2012.

Extensive equipment, door frames for external doors, colors

The collections include rich equipment such as: strip locks, steel and oak thresholds,
visors, pintle hinges or anti-theft bolts. Depending on the model, you choose various
frames: fixed wooden, metal or adjustable. Entrance door through various surface
colors ECO TOP, HIGH TOP, LAMISTONE CPL, LAMINATED, SILKSTONE,
SILKSTONE CPL, VENEERED GROUP A, B, C and PAINTED will decorate your
interior.

Quality and experience POLSKONE

Brand POLSKONE the guarantee  highest quality andreliability.As a renowned
manufacturer of doors and windows, which for 30 years has been creating its
products with passion and thinking about the requirements and needs of customers,
we set trends on the woodwork market. We have an international certificate S orest
Stewardship Council) awarded only to producers who meet above-average
environmental and social standards. The company's products are the perfect
complement to any style of interior. POL-SKONE doors have been appreciated by
both customers individualand professionals for many years.

EXTERNAL DOORS POL-SKONE

High-quality external doors for your home

The choice of external doors directly affects the level of comfort and security of
your home. Therefore, adjust the model to your needs, so that it provides the
household with a sense of peace and quiet. Before making the decision, pay
special attention to parameters such as thermal insulation, acoustic protection and
burglary resistance.

The door should provide protection against burglary, cold and noise. The guarantee of
safety and comfort is based on high technical parameters and compliance with
standards. Theoffer POL-SKONE includes solid external doors for a single-family
house that will last for years. The brand's collections of exterior doors are



distinguished by high heat transfer coefficients. The doors are made with the
utmost care, which is confirmed, for example, by a solid structure based on
awooden pine or oakstile.

Unique design will give an elegant setting to your building. Interesting glazing
arrangements, decorative frames, stainless steel applications. The surfaces of the
wings are painted with covering or transparent paints.

Rich equipment
External doors are one of the most important elements of the house. Their
reliability is also influenced by standard and additional equipment. Depending
on the collection, POL-SKONE offers extensive equipment that can improve the
quality of the door, including: oak threshold, steel profile reinforcement, anti-theft
system, thermal insulation layer, anti-burglary glass, gasket system package. You
can add skylights.

Quality and experience POLSKONE

Brand POLSKONE the guarantee  highest quality andreliability.As a renowned
manufacturer of doors and windows, which for 30 years has been creating its
products with passion and thinking about the requirements and needs of customers,
we set trends on the woodwork market. One of the most important distinctions
confirming the quality is the internationalto POL-SKONE, certificate (S orest
Stewardship Council) awardedawarded only to producers who meet above-average
environmental and social standards. The company's products are the perfect
complement to any style of interior. POL-SKONE doors have been appreciated by
both individual customers and professionals for many years.

The frame is an important element of the door system, which determines its
functionality and attractive appearance. The basic criterion for differentiating
door frames is their structure, which can be fixed or adjustable. A well-chosen
one should match both technically - to the thickness of the wall, and
aesthetically - to the style of the interior as well as the pattern and color of the
door leaf.

When buying new doors, we often focus mainly on the selection of the door leaf, while
the selection of the door frame is often the result of a quick decision. Meanwhile, a
properly selected door frame plays a very important role, because as an elegant door
frame, it effectively emphasizes their qualities. The key issue to be decided when
choosing a door frame is its structure - fixed or adjustable. Each of them works well in
a different type of interior and in different installation situations. The POL-SKONE
offer includes frames in both variants, made of MDF or pine wood, in many
designs and colors.

How to make the right choice?

Fixed frames have a specific width adjusted to the standard wall thickness, which is
most common in modern construction. However, in the case of adjustable frames, the



width can be changed within a certain range, which allows for perfect adjustment to
various dimensions. It is a very convenient solution, especially when we are dealing
with non-standard wall thicknesses, e.g. in old-type buildings. Adjustable masking
bands "cover" the wall on both sides, giving an elegant visual effect. Fixed strips do
not have bands, so usually additional decorative strips are used during assembly to
cover the connection points with the wall. Adjustable door frames are easier to install,
have a wider application and provide an attractive finish without the use of additional
elements. However, there are places where frames with a fixed width are better
suited. This applies primarily to small rooms, where the massive door frame may turn
out to be too heavy. Then the fixed frame will look more advantageous, which can be
optionally enriched with delicate slats or quarter rounds. There are also situations
where it is not technically possible to install an adjustable door frame due to the
location of the door at the joint of perpendicular walls, where masking bands will not
fit. Therefore, before
buying a door frame, we should take into account such issues as the thickness of the
wall, the size of the space and the location of the door opening. In addition, the frame
should match the color and pattern of the sash and the style of the interior design. It is
worth remembering about this, especially when renovating, when replacing the old
door leaf with a new one and considering keeping the current frame. The
POL-SKONE offer includes fixed and adjustable door frames made of pine wood, MD
boards and metal frames, intended mainly for industrial premises. The door frames
are available in variants dedicated to rebated and non-rebated doors. Depending on
your preferences, you can choose a frame with a modern design line, or referring to
the retro style. The door frames are available in 80 colors, which allows you to choose
a perfectly matching shade. Depending on the selected model, they are painted,
veneered, laminated or covered with one of the following coatings: ECO TOP, HIGH
TOP, LAMISTONE, SILKSTONE.

The frame is an important element of the door system, which determines its
functionality and attractive appearance. The basic criterion for differentiating
door frames is their structure, which can be fixed or adjustable. A well-chosen
one should match both technically - to the thickness of the wall, and
aesthetically - to the style of the interior as well as the pattern and color of the
door leaf.


